Abstract. Connectivity analysis of networked documents provides high quality link structure information, which is usually lost upon a contentbased learning system. It is well known that combining links and content has the potential to improve text analysis. However, exploiting link structure is non-trivial because links are often noisy and sparse. Besides, it is difficult to balance the term-based content analysis and the link-based structure analysis to reap the benefit of both. We introduce a novel networked document clustering technique that integrates the content and link information in a unified optimization framework. Under this framework, a novel dimensionality reduction method called COntent & STructure COnstrained (Costco) Feature Projection is developed. In order to extract robust link information from sparse and noisy link graphs, two link analysis methods are introduced. Experiments on benchmark data and diverse real-world text corpora validate the effectiveness of proposed methods.
Introduction
With the proliferation of the World Wide Web and Digital Libraries, analyzing "networked" documents has increasing challenge and opportunity. In addition to text content attributes, networked documents are correlated by links (e.g., hyperlinks between Web pages, citations between scientific publications etc.). These links are useful for text processing because they convey rich semantics that are usually independent of word statistics of documents [8] .
Exploiting link information of networked documents to enhance text classification has been studied extensively in the research community [3, 4, 6, 14] . It is found that, although both content attributes and links can independently form reasonable text classifiers, an algorithm that exploits both information sources has the potential to improve the classification [2, 10] . Similar conclusion has been drawn for text clustering by a growing number of works [1, 2, 7, 11, 13, 20] . However, the fundamental question/challenge still remains How to effectively couple the content and link information to get the most of both sources?
Existing work either relies on heuristic combination of content and links, or assumes a link graph to be dense or noise-free, whereas link graphs of real-world data are usually sparse and noisy. To this end, we propose a novel clustering approach for networked documents based on the COntent and STructure COnstrained (Costco) feature projection, and cluster networked documents from a dimension reduction perspective. Compared to existing work, Costco has the following advantages 1. Couples content and link structure in a unified objective function, and hence avoids heuristic combination of the two information sources; 2. Alleviates the curse-of-dimensionality problem by constrained dimensionality reduction; 3. Does not rely on dense link structure and is robust to noisy links, which suits the method well for real-world networked data; 4. Is very simple to implement, so can be used for exploratory data analysis before any complicated in-depth analysis.
Related Work
The techniques for analyzing networked documents can be broadly categorized as content-based, link-based, and combined approaches. As more and more work confirm the effectiveness of using link structure to enhance text analysis, novel approaches to merge content and link information attract increasing interest in the text mining domain. [6] proposes generative probabilistic models for document content and links. [4] uses factorized model to combine the content model and the link model. [14] tackles the problem by using the relaxation labeling technique. Besides the vast amount of work on link-enhanced text classification, there are increasing number of work focusing on link-enhanced clustering. [1] extends the relaxation labeling method to text clustering. The cluster assignment for each document is not only determined by content attributes, but is also influenced by the assignments of neighborhood documents on the link graph. [2] focuses on clustering scientific literature, and weights words based on link information. [11] extends the term-based feature space with in-link and out-link features. [7] treats networked document clustering as a spectral graph partitioning problem. [13] shares a similar idea of adopting graph-partitioning techniques, but merges content and links by weighting the link graph with a content similarity metric. Our technique is orthogonal to all the existing work by clustering networked documents from a dimension reduction perspective and is robust to sparse and noisy link graphs.
Main Proposal

Problem Statement
Text data, usually represented by the bag-of-words model, have extremely highdimensional feature space (1000+). A feature projection approach can greatly reduce the feature space dimensionality while still preserve discriminative information. In the networked environment, seman- tically related documents tend to cite each other. If the link structure is noise-free and dense enough, then link-based clustering augmented by textual content [1, 2] , will generally yield well separated clusters . However, the link structure is often noisy and sparse. For instance, many links in Web pages are for navigational purpose and therefore not indicators of semantic relations [15] . We introduce an algorithm to bridget the disconnect between text and link structure from a feature projection perspective. The overall clustering framework is outlined in Figure 1 . Given networked documents, two preprocessing steps are performed. On the one hand, link analysis is performed to extract core pairs, which are pairs of documents strongly correlated with each other according to the link structure. On the other hand, the vector space model is employed to convert documents into high-dimensional vectors. Each dimension is a word after preprocessing (stopping, stemming etc.). Core pairs and document vectors are then input into the feature projection module Costco. The generated low-dimensional data are partitioned by the traditional k-means clustering method into k clusters, where k is the desired number of clusters provided by users.
Local Link Analysis
The link graphs of real-world networked documents Fig. 2 . Cociting vs. Cocited are usually sparse and noisy. Instead of naively assuming a pair of connected documents being similar in topic, we need schemes to extract more robust link information from the graph. A local link analysis scheme is introduced in this section.
We model a link graph as directed and unweighted, denoted by G(V, E), where V is the set of the vertices/documents, and E is the set of edges/links between vertices. If document d i links to/cites document d j , then there is an edge of unit weight starting from d i and pointing to d j . Let matrix L ∈ R n×n , where n is the number of documents, be the corresponding link matrix defined as
L embodies two types of document concurrences: cociting and cocited, as illustrated in Figure 2 . For example, both A and C cites D, and B and D are being cocited by A.
In order to capture the concurrences, two adjacency matrices X ∈ R n×n and Y ∈ R n×n are calculated
where L i * and L * i represent the i-th row vector and column vector of L respectively. X i,j measures the Jaccard similarity of two documents d i and d j in terms of the cociting pattern, and Y i,j measures the similarity of the cocited pattern.
Combining the two concurrences patterns, we have
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter that controls the contribution of each individual link pattern to the overall structure-based similarity. Given Z, the set C of core pairs is then defined as
where θ is a threshold that controls the reliability of link-based similarities.
Global Link Analysis
The link analysis scheme introduced in the previ- Fig. 3 . Local method misses informative pairs ous section is a "local" method in the sense that for any query vertex/document in the graph, only the links between the query vertex and its direct neighbors are considered. Local analysis can miss some informative document pairs. For example in Figure 3 , the relations among A, B, D and E are lost.
In the global scheme, we define a Markov random walk on the link graph. The link graph is modeled as undirected and weighted, denoted asG = (Ṽ,Ẽ). If there is a link between two documents d i and d j , we consider a relation (thus an edge) exits between them, no matter who starts the link. The edge is further weighted by the pairwise similarity
, be the weight matrix. The one-step transition probabilities p ik , which are the probabilities of jumping from any state (vertex) i to one of its adjacent state k, are obtained directly from these weights p ik = W ik / j W ij . We can organize the one step transition probabilities as a matrix P whose i, k-th entry is p ik .
Due to the sparseness of a link graph, two documents that are strongly correlated in topics may not be linked together. For example, a scientific article can not cite all the related work, and several Web pages with similar topics may scatter in the Web without any link among them. To remedy this problem, for each vertex whose degree is below the average, we add artificial links between the vertex and its s nearest neighbors where s is a small number.
For the augmented link graph, the transition matrix P has the property that P e = e, i.e., P is stochastic, where e is the vector with all 1 elements. We can now naturally define the Markov random walk on the undirected graph G associated with P . The relation between two documents is evaluated by an important quantity in Markov chain theory, the expected hitting time h(j|i), which is the expected number of steps for a random walk started at state i to enter state j for the first time. Formally, h(j|i) is defined as
The choice of using expected hitting time to evaluate the correlation between two documents is justified by the desired property that the hitting time from state i to state j decreases when the number of paths from i to j increases and the lengths of the paths decrease. The core pairs can be naturally defined as
for some threshold γ.
Content & Structure Constrained Feature Projection (Costco)
Let matrix D ∈ R f ×n be the document-term matrix where each column d i is a vector in the f -dimensional space. Let {(d j,1 , d j,2 )} j=1...m be the set of m document pairs that have been identified as core pairs at the link analysis step. Since these pairs of documents are strongly connected according to the link structure, there is a high probability that a core pair of documents are also semantically similar. We then desire a projection direction, such that any two documents of a core pair will be more similar to each other after being projected along the direction. To achieve this goal, we can minimize the variance between a pair of documents. Let us define the covariance matrix V to encode the pooled variances for all the core pairs
Then the desired projection is
Algorithm 1: Networked Document Clustering Based on Costco.
Input : A set of n networked documents Desired # clusters k Desired # dimensionality r Output: a set of clusters begin link analysis Extract core pairs C by local link analysis (Eq. 5) or global link analysis (Eq. 7)
begin content analysis Represent n documents using vector space model to get D ∈ R f ×n ;
Construct covariance matrix U (Eq. 10); Construct covariance matrix V (Eq. 8); Solve Eq. 11 to get low-dimensional data as D = S T D;
Clustering low-dimensional data: k-means( D, k); return a set of clusters;
where S ∈ R f ×r denotes the optimal transformation matrix, r is the desired subspace dimensionality provided by users, and T r(·) is the trace of a square matrix, defined as the summation of the diagonal elements.
Directly minimizing Eq. 9 leads to trivial solutions. For example, if the entire data set is projected to one point, then the covariance between core pair documents is minimized. To avoid trivial solution, we can put constrains on the variance of the entire data set to prevent all the data points huddle together. The covariance matrix of the entire data set is defined as
where µ = n i=1 d i is the global mean. Accordingly, we define the following objective
The objective function defines a linear feature projection direction that both maximally preserves the variations of the entire data set and minimizes the total variances of core pairs. Simply put, after being projected along the optimal projection direction, the documents that are strongly connected (according to link structure) will be more similar to each other, while the rest documents are still well separated. After the transformation matrix S is solved, the high-dimensional (f -dim) data can be optimally represented in the r-dim subspace as D = S T D, where D ∈ R r×n , r f . The optimization problem of Eq. 11 is a general eigenvector problem. Usually a regularization term is added to solve an ill-posed problem or to prevent overfitting [12] . We skip detailed discussion about it due to space limit. The overall clustering scheme is outlined in Algorithm 1. 4 Performance Evaluations
Set-up
The proposed networked document clustering framework has been evaluated on 6 UCI benchmark data sets 1 , 3 data sets generated from the 20-Newsgroups document corpus 2 , 3 data sets generated from the Reuters document corpus 3 , the WebKB data sets 4 of hypertext, and the Cora data set 4 of scientific publications. Statistics of the data sets are listed in Table 1 to Table 4 .
For the 20-Newsgroups document corpus, 3 data sets are generated, each of which is a balanced combination of documents about 3 topics. Depending on the similarities in the topics, the 3 data sets show various levels of clustering difficulties. To generate the Reuters data sets, for a given number of topics b, firstly, b topics are randomly sampled, and then about 100 documents of each topic are randomly sampled and mixed together. Table 3 shows the average statistics of 5 sets of independently generated data sets.
Spherical k-means [5] the Normalized Cut (NC) [19] 5 are chosen as baseline clustering methods. Both techniques have shown success in clustering text data [9] . Costoco and nr-Costco are our proposals with and without regularization respectively. For competing dimensionality reduction techniques, we compare to two well-known unsupervised dimensionality reduction methods, the principal component analysis (PCA) [16] which is a linear method and the locally linear embedding (LLE) [17] 6 which is a non-linear method. For competing techniques that couple content and link information, we implement Augmented [11] and LComb [7, 13] . Augmented augments the content-based vector space model with link features and applies k-means to the augmented document vectors. L-Comb linearly combines content similarity with link similarities and uses NC as the underlying clustering scheme. The method Links is a k-means clustering based on link similarity only.
To avoid biased accuracy results using a single metric, we used three widelyadopted clustering evaluation metrics: 1) Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), 2) Rand Index (RI), and 3) F-measure.
Controlled Experiments
In controlled experiment, given a data set, artificial links are generated and inserted between data points. In this way, we can control the density of a link graph as well as the error rate of links, and evaluate a method with various settings. Every method that uses link information will take use of all the available links instead of pruning out some links with preprocessing steps. With controlled experiments, clustering schemes can be evaluated in a fair setting without being influenced by preprocessing. To generate artificial links, we sample the cluster membership relation of pairs of documents and uniformly pick x pairs to add links in. Given an error rate e of links, we control the samples such that x * e pairs of documents belong to different topic, which means these links are noise.
Coupling Content and Links. We first fix the error rate of links to be zero e = 0, and vary graph density by introducing x =100 to 800 links between documents. This experiment measures the performance of a method in the noise-free setting with various levels of graph density. Figure 4 , 5 and 6 show the clustering performance measured by NMI for the UCI, 20-Newsgroups, and Reuters data sets respectively. Table 5 , 6 and 7 show the same result measured by RI and F score, with fixed 400 pairs of links. For all the data sets and different graph density levels, Costco consistently and significantly outperforms other competing methods. Notice that, L-Comb and Augmented improve clustering accuracy for some data sets i.e., vehicle, balance, easy, but do not consistently perform well for all the data sets. Robustness to link errors. Follow a similar setting of the previous experiment, we now fix the density of link graphs to have x = 400 pairs of links, but vary the error rate e of links from 0 to 1. Figure 7 shows the behavior of Costco for 3 representative data sets (results on other data sets show similar patterns and thus omitted). As long as most of the links are informative (i.e., the percentage of noisy links is below 50%), without any link-pruning preprocessing steps, regularized Costco always improve clustering accuracy. These results indicate the robustness of Costco to noisy link graphs.
Dimensionality Reduction. In our experiments, for UCI data sets which have relatively low-dimensional features, the reduced dimensionality r is fixed to be the half of the original dimensionality. For text data sets, the reduced dimensionality is set to 40 (this number does not change the relative performance comparison among competing methods). As reported results show, Costco always outperforms the other two unsupervised dimensionality reduction method, PCA and LLE. The performance gain is due to the use of link information. PCA and LLE, however, can not exploit link information even when available. We observed that LLE does not perform well for text data sets, thus did not report its result on text data. This observation is due to the fact that LLE fails to handle sparse and weakly connected data such as text [18] . Figure 8 shows the clustering results. In most cases, both link analysis methods can prune noise in links and improve clustering performance. Global link analysis usually outperforms local analysis as can be expected.
Unrestrained Experiments
We evaluate all the methods with real-world networked documents. Experimental results are are shown in Table 8 . Basically, similar patterns to controlled experiments are observed. For example, in most cases, Costco outperforms competing clustering methods and dimensionality reduction methods. The regularization improves the robustness in clustering performance, and dimensionality reduction in general alleviates the curse-of-dimensionality problem related to text data and generates more accurate data partitions. Note that, because all our data sets have very sparse and noisy link structures, the clustering method Links, which entirely relies on link structures, has the worst performance. But when combining link structure with content information, all the three content and link coupling techniques improve clustering performance. This observation confirms the usability of link structure (can be sparse and noisy) in text analysis.
Conclusion
A novel clustering model for networked documents is proposed. The Costco feature projection method is designed to represent high dimensional text data in an optimal low-dimensional subspace, and adopts the traditional k-means clustering method to partition the reduce-dimension data. Instead of using a stiff weighted combination of content-based and link-based similarities, Costco explores the correlation between the link structure and the semantic correlations among documents, and constrains the search for the optimal subspace using both content and link information. Local and global link analysis methods are proposed to extract robust link information from noisy and sparse link graphs.
